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Cne approach to the design.of a logical model 
for an integrated database requires each potential 
user or application to specify its view as a data 
model. An integration phase follows, where these 
user data models are integrated into a global 
database model. We address the problem of view 
integration when user data'models are expressed 
using the structural model [Wi77,WB791. 

'Ihe structural model is built frcm relations in 
Boyce-Codd normal form [Co74]. A basic set of 
integrity assertions is implicit in the model. The 
integrity assertions are defined by classification 
of relations into types, and are represented by 
connections between relations. We will show how to 
integrate different representations of two related 
real-world entity classes. 
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1. INPROWCTION: 

An integrated database is expected tobe used by 
a nunber of users and their applications, not all 
ofwhamhave the sameviewofthedatabase. Two 
approaches exist that allow different user views of 
the samedatabase. Ihe first approach assumes the 
existence of a model for the entire database, and 
allows users to define their views by specifying 
the parts of the database model that interest them. 
This approach is used in both network (or CGDASYL) 
[CCD74, TE'76] and relational [CGI75] databases. 

In network databases, a user may define his view 
as a subschema which is identical to the part of 
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the database model that interests him. Ibalational 
databases allow user views that are not identical 
to parts of the database model. For example, a 
relation in a user view may be a *JOIN- of two 
relations in the database model. However, such 
relations may not be updated. It has recently been 
shown that in a general relational model, with 
integrity constraints specified by assertions, 
&datability of relational views is limited [DB78]. 

Recent work in logical database design (Wi77, 
WS78, WE791 suggests a second approach. Each user 
first specifies a data model which represents his 
requirements. An integrated database model is then 
created by the conbination of user data models. If 
conflicts arise that do not permit integration, 
contrary data models will have to be changed. 

In this paper, we show how to integrate two data 
models that represent a relationship between two 
real-world entity classes different ways. The data 
models, and the integrated database model, are 
specified in an extended relational model which 
implicitly represents a limited set of basic integ- 
rity constraints. Relations are classified into 
types, and connections between relations specify 
the existence dependencies of tuples from separate 
relations. 

All relations in the structural model are in 
Boyce-Codd normal form Ko741. In section 2, we + 
define this structural model. A more ccanplete 
discussion of the origin and use of the structural 
model is given in [WB79]. In section 3, ws show 
how two related real-world entity classes can be 
represented in the structural model, and in section 
4 we show how the different representations may be 
integrated. 

2. THE - MCQEL: 

In our discussion of the structural model, we 
will often refer to entity classes and relation- 
ships. An ENTITY CLASS is a set of real-world 
objects or events of the same type, such as "CARS 
IW CALIFGBWIA" and "CAB WM.JF~". A rela- 
tionship between two entity classes is a mapping 
that associates with each object of one entity 
class a nurber of objects (possibly none) of the 
other entity class. For exmnple, a relationship 
CAR:MANUFACTURER relates a car with'a manufac- 
turer such that the car was made by this manufac- 
turer. 
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Gur model is constructed from relations which 
are used to represent entity classes and scme types 
of relationships among entity classes. Other types 
of relationships are represented by connections 
between relations. Both relations and connections 
are categorized into several types, according to 
the structure they represent in a data model. 

Connections between relations allow the repce- 
sentation of additional semantic information in the 
data model. In particular, existence dependencies 
among tuples in separate relations are clearly 
represented. The data model designer has Several 
choices for representation of a relationship, and 
can choose the one best suited to his needs. 

Relational concepts are well known. For com- 
pleteness, we will concisely define relations and 
relation schemas as we use them in the structural 
model. We then formally define the concept of 
connections between relations. 

We use A, B, C, to denote single attributes: X, 
Y, 2, to denote Sets of attributes; a, b, c, to 
denote values of single attributes; and, x, y, z, 
to denote values of sets of attributes. We assune 
all sets of attributes are ordered for convenience. 

2.1. RBLATICNS: 

DBF.l: An NTRIBUIJZ B is a name associated with a 
Set of values, m(B). Hence, a VALDB b of attri- 
bute B is an element of IOM(B). 

For an ordered set of attributes Y= <Bl, . . . Bm> 
we will write DGM(Y) for the set { <bl, . . . bm>l 
bi is an element of IGM(Bi); i = 1, . . . m]. Hence, 
DOM(Y) is the cross product D3M(Bl) X . . . DGM(Bm). 

DEF. 2: A TUPLE (or valw) y of a set of attributes 
Y= <Bl, . . . Brro is an element of m(Y). 

DEF.3: A RELATION SCHEMA, Rs, of order m, ti 0, is 
an (ordered) set of attributes Y= <Bl, . . . Bm>. 
The RBIATICN R is ah instance (or current value) Of 
the relation schema Rs, and is a subset Of MM(Y). 

Bach attribute in the Set Y is required to have 
auniquename. 

The set Y is partitio&d into two subsets, K and 
G. The RULIWG PART, K, of relation schema Rs iS a 
Set of attributes K= <Bl, . . . Bk>, k <= m, such 
that every tuple y in R has a unique value for the 
(sub)tuple that corresponds to the attribute set K. 
(For simplicity, we assune K is the first k attrib- 
utes of Y.) The DBPENDBNI' PAID!, G, of relation 
schema Rs is the set of attributes G = Y - K. 
(The - is the Set difference operation). 

All relations are in Boyce-COdd normal form (See 
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D3741) . 

We will write R[Y] or R[Bl, . . . Pm] to denote 
that relation R is defined by the relation schema 
Y= <Bl, . . . Bn). 

Also, K(Y) will denote the ruling part of rela- 
tion Schema Y, and G(Y) will denote the dependent 
part. Similarly, for a tuple y in relation R, k(y) 
will denote the tuple corresponding to attributes 
K(Y), and g(y) likewise. 

A relation R[Y] may have several attribute sub- 
Sets 2 which Satisfy the uniqueness requirement for 

ruling part. In the structural model, the ruling 
part of a relation will be defined according to the 
relation type (See Section 2.3). 

2.2. ccMNFCT1oIis: 

We now define the concept of connections between 
relations. A connection is defined between two 
relation schemas. Instances of the connection 
exist between tuples fran the two relations. Two 
major connection types will be distinguished in the 
structural model: ownership and reference. 

DBF.4: A CCNNECTIGN between relation Schemas Xl and 
X2 is established by two sets of attributes Yl and 
Y2 such that: 

a. Yl is a subset of Xl. 
b. Y2 is a subset of X2. ~ 
c. IxZN(Y1) = wM(Y2). 
We then Say that Xl is connected to X2 through 

(Yl, Y2). 

The definition of connection is symreetric with 
respect to Xl and X2, and thus it is en unordered 
pair (XlJ2). An instance of the connection exists 
between every two tuples that have matching values 
(yl = y2) for the Sets of attributes Yl and Y2. 

Connections may also be defined for dissimilar 
but related attributes. Condition (c) above then 
beccines DDM(Y1) = f (DDM(Y2)), where f is a function 
that defines matching values. We need the follow- 
ing types of connections to define the structural 
model. 

DBF.5: ARBFBRBNCE CaiNBCMoN from relation schema 
Xl to relation schema X2 through (Yl, Y2) is a 
connection between Xl and X2 through (Yl, Y2) such 
that: 
a. Y2 = K(X2). 
b. Yl is a subset of K(Xl), or Yl is a subSet of 

G(Xl) (but Yl may not contain attributes from 
both K(Xl) and G(Xl)) . 

DEF.5a: A reference connection is an IDBIWITY 
REFERENCE if Yl = K(X1). 

DEF.5b: A reference connection is a DIRECT 
RBFBRKNCE if it is not an identity reference. 

Reference and direct reference are not sym- 
metric with respect to Xl and X2, and are ordered 
pairs <Xl&!> when the reference is FFuM Xl To X2. 
‘Ihe identity reference is defined symnetrically, 
but we still consider it-to be ordered. ‘Ibis is 
because identity references will be used to 
represent subrelations of a relation, defined in 
section 2.3. We consider the reference to be fran 
the subrelation to the relation. 

DBF.6: An CXWERSHIP CamBCTIoN from relation schema 
Xl to relation schema X2 through (Yl,Y2) is a 
con&action between Xl ti X2 through (Yl,Y2) such 
that: 
a. Yl = K(Xl). 
b. Y2 is a proper subset of K(X2). 

Ihe ownership connection is also an ordered pair 
<Xl&> when the connection is from Xl to X2. 

The connections defined above may be represented 
graphically as in Fig. 1. They are represented by 
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directed arcs, with the 0 representing the IO end 
of the connection. 

Fig. 1. Types of connections 

2.3. TYPES OF RELATIONS: 

We now present the types of relations in the 
structural model. The origin and use of these 
relations in data model design are discussed in 
[Wi771 and [m79]. We will only briefly mention 
the use of each relation type here. 

Ebr the rest of the paper, we will use the term 
relation for both relation schema and relation, 
since the meaning is clear from the context. 

DRF.7: An ENPITY RKIATION is a relation R[X] which 
defines a correspondence between objects of a class 
of entities E and the tuples in R. 

DEF.8: A REFERENCED RELATION is a relation which 
has reference connections to it from sane relations 
in the data model. 

We now define the five basic types of relations 
in the structural model. 

DKF.9: A PRIMARY RNl!ITY RELATION is an entity 
relation that has no direct references or ownership 
connections to it from any other relations in the 
data model. 

DKF.lO: A RKFKRKNCKD ENTITY RKIATION is an entity 
relation which has direct references to it from sme 
relations in the data model. 

mtity relations are used to represent entity 
classes. The existence of objects from the class 
in the relation is determined externally relative 
to the model. The ruling part defines the tuple 
that represents an object uniquely. 'Ibe dependent 
part attributes describe properties of the object. 

lhe ruling part attributes of a referenced 
entity relation R are also used for referencing R. 
Each relation R* that references R will have a set 
of referencing attributes, having the same dcmain 
as the rulihg part of R. This constrains insertion 
and deletion of tuples in both Rand R' as we shall 
see in section 2.4. No such constraints exist for 
primary entity relations. 

DRF.ll: A NRST RELATION is a relation, R2, which 
has an ownership connection to it fran exactly one 

other relation, Rl, in the data model. Relation RI, 
is the UiNKRof R2. 

The ruling part of a nest relation R2 consists 
of two parts: attributes which define the connec- 
tion with the owner relation Rl, amd additional 
attribute(s) that uniquely identify tuples owned by 
the same mer tuple in Rl. Existence of tuples in 
~2 depends on the existence of an owner tuple in Rl. 

DEF.12: An ASSOCIATION RELATION of order i, i>l, is 
a relation R that has i OwnershiD cohnections to it 
from i other relations in the data model, RI., . . . 
Ri, such- that: 
a. each Rj has an owhership connection to R 

through Xj, Yj; j-l, . . . i. 
b. Yj intersection Yk = empty set for j + k. 
c. K(R) = Yl union . . . union Yi. 

L 
W-K- 

Fig. 2. An association relation, R, of order 2 

The ruling part of ah association consists of i 
disjoint sets of attributes; each defines a comec- 
tion to one of the owner relations. Every tuple in 
the association is owned bv i tuoles. one from each 
of the owner relations. * - ' 

DEF.13: A LFXICON RKLATICN R[X] between two sets of 
attributes Yl and Y2 defines a 1:l correspondence 
between IOM(Y1) and DDM(Y2) such that: 

a. Yl = K(X). 
b. the set of attributes Y2 does not appear in 

any relation other than R. 
c. ;; ~;rsection Y2 = empty set, and Yl union 

- . 
d. R is referenced by one or more relations in 

the data model. 

The main use of lexicons in data model design is 
to reduce the nunber of attributes in the core of 
the data model by removal of equivalent attribute 
sets to a lexicon. (xlly one'of the attribute sets 
is maintained in the remainder of the data model. 
This is particularily useful when several candi- 
dates exist for ruling part of a relation. 

Ihe above definitions define the five main types 
of relations: primary entity, referenced entity, 
nest, association and lexicon. A subrelation may 
be defined on any relation. 

A subrelation R' of some relation Rdefines a 
subset of the tuples in R as belonging to the 
subrelation. This subset of tuples either has a 
semantic significance in the data model, or has 
certain additional properties that have to be 
described, but are not represented in other tuples 
of the relation. The relation R is called the base 
relation of the subrelation. 

A subrelation has the same ruling part attrib- 
utes as the base relation, and is connected to the 
base relation through an IDENTITY REFERENCE. The 
identity reference reflects the fact that a tuple 
in the subrelation with the same value for rulihg 
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part as a tuple in the base relation actually 
represents the same object in the data model. 

No attributes from the base relation are dupli- 
cated in the subrelation other than the ruling part 
attributes that define the connection. 

DEF.14: A (non-restriction) SDBRELATION of relation 
R[X] is a relation R'[Z] such that: 
a. an identity reference exists from R' to R. 
b. for wery tuple z in R', there exists a 

corresponding tuple x in R such that k(x) = 
k(z). 

c. (2 - K(Z)) intersection (X - K(X)) = empty 
set. 

R is the BASE RELATION for subrelation R'. 

Def.14a: A PESTRICTION SDBRELATION of a relation 
R[X], restricting the set of attributes Y, Y subset 
of X, to the dcsnain D-, D' subset of DDM(Y), is a 
subrelation R'[Z] of R such that: for every tuple x 
in R that has as value for the set of attributes Y 
a tuple y in De, there exists a corresponding tuple 
z in R' such that k(z) = k(x). 

An example of a restriction subrelation is a 
relation TI9CBNICAL EMPICYEES', a subrelation of an 
'-ES* relation, restricting the attribute 
"JOB" of %MPWYEES* to the sub&main {engineer, 
researcher, technician], say. Existence of tuples 
in such a restriction subrelation is totally de- 
pendent on existing tuples in the base relation. 
All employee tuples with job value engineer, re- 
searcher or technician must also exist in the 
TECI-JNICAL EMFWYEES~ subrelation. All other 
employee tuples cannot exist in this subrelation. 

An example of a non-restriction subrelation is a 
relation 'EMPLOYEES IN SPECIAL PROJECT X'. Tuples 
in this subrelation are determined externally from 
the data model, but confined to tuples in the base 
relation of all employees. 

We use subrelations to represent three cases: 
1. When a s&set of a relation has a semantic 

significance to the data model, or has addi- 
tional attributes that need to be represented 
in the model. 

2. When integrity constraints require a subset 
of a relation to own a nest relation or an 
association, or to be referenced from another 
relation. 

3. When we combine data models to form an inte- 
grated database model (see section 4), sane 
data models may represent a subset of a re- 
lations fran other data models. This will be 
reflected in the integrated database model. 

2.4.MA?NTAININGl7iE STRDCTDRAL INI'EGRITYOFTBE 
DA'lR MODEL: 

The structural model contains a basic set of 
integrity constraints that govern existence depen- 
dencies of tuples in distinct connected relations. 
These constraints are expressed implicitly by the 
connections between relations. Structural integ- 
rity exists in our model when the tuples in the 
database do not violate these constraints. 

These constraints are quite useful when a rela- 
tionship is represented. Many properties of the 
relationship can be captured in the model. 
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We now give the constraints associated with each 
connection. For two connected relations Rl and R2, 
we saytwotuplesx and y from Rl and R2, respect- 
ively, are connected if the values for the connec- 
tion attributes in x and y match. 

A direct reference from relation,Rl to relation 
R2 specifies the constraints: 

1. Everytuple in Rl must be connected to atuple 
in R2. 
2. Deletion is restricted for tuples in R2. Cnly 

tuples that are not connected to any tuple fran a 
referencing relation may be deleted. 

An omership connection from Rl to R2 specifies 
the constraints: 

1. Every tuple-in R2 must be connected to an owner 
tuple in Rl. 
2. Deletion of an owner tuple frcan Rl requires 

deletion of all tuples connected to it in R2. 

An identity reference from a subrelation R' to 
its base relation R specifies the constraints: 
1. Everytuple in R'mustbe connected to atuple 

in R. 
2. Deletion of a tuple from R requires deletion of 

the connected tuple in R-. 
3. If R' is a restriction subrelation, every tuple 

in R that belongs to the subrelation (specified by 
the value of the restricting attributes) must exist 
in R'. 

We will use the following notation to represent 
connections in our diagrams: 

.T * >>>>>> 
ownership direct identity 
connection reference reference 

The ownership connection is similar to the 
Bachman arrow [Ba69] of data structure diagrams. 

3. DATA mAlEL REPRESENTATIUU OF A REIATI=IP 
Bl9IWEENlWEW!ITYCLASSES: 

In this section, we consider how the structural 
model represents two related entity classes. This 
is important when we discuss data model integration 
in section 4, 

Consider two entity classes, A and B, related in 
sane way. Cne property of the relationship is its 
CARDINALITY. The cardinality of the relationship 
places restrictions on the nu&er of entities of 
one class that may be related to an entity of the 
other class. The cardinality of the relationship 
betweenAandBmaybe: 
a. l:l, an entity in A may be related to at most 

one entity in B, and vice versa. 
b. l:N, an entity in A may be related to N 

entities in B, N >= 0, but an entity in B may 
be related to at most one entity in A. 

c. M:N, anentity in A may be related to N 
entities in B, N >= 0, and an entity in B may 
be related to M entities in A, M >= 0. 

Additional restrictions may be specified. Ebr 
example, one may specify that each entity in A is 
related to exactly one entity in B, or the VdlUeS 
for M and N could be more stringently Specified 
(N > 0, or 0 < N < 5, say). 



Entity classes may be represented in the struc- 
tural model by a primary entity relation, a refer- 
enced entity relation, or a nest relation. A 
direct relationship between two entity classes A 
and B may be represented structural model as one of 
four choices (Fig. 3): 

1. a reference connection: entity class A is 
represented as a relation Pa, referencing the 
relation fib that represents entity class B 
(Fig. 3.a). The cardinality of the relationship 
A:B is N:l, and each entity in A must be related to 
one entity in B. 

2. an mership connection: entity class A is 
represented by a relation Pa that owns the nest 
relation W which represents entity class B 
(Fig. 3.b). The cardinality of the relationship 
A:B is l:N, and each entity in B must be related to 
one entity in A. 

3. an association relation: relations Ba and W 
represent entity classes A and B, and an‘associa- 
tion relation I&b represents the relationship 
fFio. 3.~). In this case. the cardinalitv of the 
;el&ionship A:B is M:N; h >= 0, N >= 0. * 

4. a nest of references: relations Ba and W 
represent the entity classes A and B. A nest 
relation Bab owned by Ba, and a reference connec- 
tion frcfa Bab to W represent the relationship 
(Pig. 3.d). The cardinality of A:'B is M:N; M >= 0, 
N >= 0. 

Fig. 3. Representation of two directly related 
entity classes 

Other relationships may exist indirectly between 
two entity classes. For exanple, if entity classes 
A and B, and B and C are directly related, an indi- 
rect relationship exists between A and C. We only 
consider direct relationships. Note that we can 
further restrict the cardinality of a representation 
by specifying M OK N to be tipositive integer. 

Data models that represent the same two related 
entity classes may choose different representations 
for the relationship accordihg to the way they view 
the update constraints. Two reasons for such a 
discrepancy can be distinguished: difference of 
understanding and difference of representation. We 
illustrate these differences by exanple. 

1. Ihe two data models may differ in their tier- 
starkding of the sane situation. Consider the two 
entity classes 'DEPAKIMWIS' and 'DlPLDYEEB'. cxle 
user may consider the relationship between 'DEPAFS 
MENIS' and 'B4PLOYEES' to be 1:N (each employee may 
work in only one department), A second user is 
aware of exceptions and considers the relationship 
to be M:N (an employee may work in more than one 
department). Here, a disagreement exists about the 
situation being modelled, and one of the data 
models is in error. It may be that the first user 
only knows aboutwloyees that work inonedepart- 
ment. If suchaconflictoccursbetween thet%o 
data models, the situation being modelled will have 
to be re-exanined to determine its actualproper- 
ties. V&a will not consider this problem further. 

2. Ihe two data models represent the same sit- 
uationdifferently, each user choosing the repre- 
sentation that best suits his integrity control 
requirements. Consider the 'DEP-' and 'FXP- 
LOYEES': example, and suppose that the relationship 
cardinality is 1:N. Itmaybe represented in 
several different ways in the structural model: 

a. an association (Fig. 4.a). 
b. a reference connection from 'EMPLOYEES' to 

'DEPARIWXIE' (Fig. 4.b). 
c. a nest of references from 'EMPLOyEES' to 

'DEPAKHEWIS' (Fig. 4.~). 
d. an ownership connection frcm 'DEPm* to 

'EMEWYEFS' (Fig. 4.d). 
e. a nest of references from 'DEP-' to 

'-Es*. 

Fig, 4. Some possible representations of DEP:WP, 
a 1:N relationship 

The different representations reflect different 
integrity requirements. 

a. lbe association does not place any constraints 
on the existence of the actual entities, but it can 
only be made between existing entities. 

b. lhe reference representation requires each 
employee to belong to a department, and restricts 
deletion of a department fran the database while it 
is referenced by sune employee. 

c. The first nest of references representation 
restricts the deletion of an employee while he is 
referenced frcan his department, but allows both 
employees and departments to exist that are not 
related to an object of the other class. 

d. The ownership connection representation re- 
quires that each employee have one department, and 
that deletion of a department from the database 
results in the deletion of all the employees ti 
mrk in that department. 

e. The second nest of references representation 
restricts the deletion of a department while refer- 
enced fran some employee, but allows both employees 
and departments to exist independently. 

4. INpM;RATIoN OF DATA MCXlEL.5: 

We now present the integration of data models. 
First we briefly define our terminology for logical 
database design. 

A DATA MODEL is a representation of the require- 
ments of a particular potential database user or 
application. The definition of data models for 
individual users or groups thatexpectto use the 
database is the first step in the design of an 
integrated database. 

Tbe DWIRBAEE MODEL is the integrated model crea- 
ted by,merging the individual data models. During 
merging, differences in view are bound to appear. 
The differences may be resolved by transformations 
of the original datamodels. If unresolvable 
conflicts emerge, managemant decisions have to be 
made to force data model changes, or to abandon the 
integration with respect to sane data models. 
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A DATABASE SUBMODEL is the user or application 
view that is consistent with the integrated data- 
base model. If the integrated database model can 
directly support a user data model, the database 
s&node1 for that user will be the same as his data 
model s If some conflict had arisen during integ- 
ration, some differences may exist between the data 
model and the database s&model. 

4.1. lIWEGFATION OF UATA IKXIEXS TEAT BEPEESW A 
BELATICNEBIP BE’IWEEN ‘IWO Et?FITY CLASBES: 

In the following sections (4.1.1 - 4.1.4), we 
assune that we have two data models, data model 1 
(dml) and data model 2 (dm2). Both data models 
represent two entity classes A and B, and a rela- 
tionship A:B between them. Other classes of data 
will be represented, but we only consider entity 
classes A and B, and the relationship between them. 
If dml and dm2 use the same representation, there 
will be no need for any transformation, and the 
integrated database model (idbn) will use the smne 
representation. If the representations differ, we 
must create an idbm that supports both dml and dm2 
correctly. 

We use Ra and W to denote the relations that 
represent entity classes A and B. If the repre- 
sentation involves an association relation between 
Pa and Rb, we will designate it Ffab. If a nest of 
references, owned by Ea and referencing a, is 
represented, we will designate the nest relation 
lab also. After integration, the idixn will support 
database s&model 1 (dbsnl) and database s&model 2 
(dbsm2), corresponding to dml and dm2 respectively. 

In sane cases, a s&set of the relation ~a (or 
Eb) in the idtm will correspond to the ~a (or RJ) 
relation represented in dbsml or dbsn2. We will 
then use a subrelation to represent this subset, 
and an identity connection will CoMect it to Pa. 
Eence, if the Ea relation of dbmnl corresponds to a 
subrelation of Ea in the idim, we denote this sub- 
relation Pal in the idhn, and Eal will have an 
identity reference to Pa. The subrelation Eal of 
RI contains only the ruling part attributes of Pa, 
so no duplication of information occurs in the 
representation of the idlxn. All other attributes 
of Ea can be accessed through the identity 
reference to Pa. 

We do not address the problem of authorization 
of users to perform insertion and deletion. we 
assune that every database sutmcdel has ccnnplete 
insert, delete, and update authorization over the 
part of the database model it represents. Bence, 
if one sutfnodel, dbmnl say, inserts a tuple that 
does not violate the integrity constraints of 
dbsn2, the tuple is inserted in both. If the tuple 
violates the integrity constraints of dbsn2, it is 
inserted but remains invisible to dbsm2. For dele- 
tion, if deletion of a tuple is legal in dbsnl, 
say, but the tuple may not be deleted from dbsml 
because of integrity constraints, the tuple will be 
kept in the idtm and in dbsm2, but will becane 
invisible to dbsnl. 

After integration, the idhn will support both 
dbsml and dbsm2. A mapping will exist fran each 
s&model to the idtm. This mapping (Fig. 5) will 
contain additional integrity rules, derived fran 
the integration process, &ich apply to the idtan 

Fig. 5. Additional constraints on the idkan 

whenever one of the database suhncdels performs an 
insertion, deletion, or update. We list these 
rules with each case of integration. 

There are four ways of representing a relation- 
ship A:B between two entity classes in the strut- 
tural model (Sec. 3) . The set of possible cases 
for canbining two different representations is 2 X 
(4+3+2+1)=20. Wa remove 4 cases where 
the relationship is represented in the same way, 
and 4 cases because the association .is symmetric 
with respect to Pa and Pb. Then 12 cases remain to 
be considered. We first consider integration with 
the association (3 cases, sec. 4.1.1). We then 
consider the caSe.s that remain with nest of refer- 
ences (5 cases, sec. 4.1.2), reference (3 cases,. 
sec. 4.1.3), and nest (1 case, sec. 4.1.4). 

Our assunption (sec. 3) that both original’data 
models accurately represent the same situation 
implies that the cardinality of both representa- 
tions is the same. Hence, the data model that can 
represent more general cardinalities is restricted 
to the cardinality of the relationship represented 
in the other data model. 

* Following each integration case, we give a sim- 
ple example with attributes. In these examples, 
some attributes are required to have lnigue values 
in tuples of a relation at all times to enforce the 
specified cardinality of a relationship. these 
attributes will be marked (U) . Attributes will be 
separate by lines ( ) , and the ruling part attrib- 
utes are show to the left of a double line ( ). 

In order to demonstrate how two different data 
models are integrated, we present the integration 
of an association with the nest of references 
(Fig. 6a). Here, the only difference is that in 
dml, deletion of tuples fran W is tnconstrained, 
while in dm2 such a deletion is restricted by 
referencing tuples from Bab. 

!Ib concile this difference, we create two s&- 
relations Pbl and I&b1 in the idtan to represent the 
tuples in W and Eab of dbanl. Sane tuples in RI 
and Eab of the idtxn may have been deleted by dbmnl. 
If these tuples ware referenced, they are only 
deleted fran I&l and E&l in the IBM, but not fran 
W mid F&b due to the deletion constraint of the 
reference in dban2. These tuples becane invisible 
to dbsnl. 

The database s&models now obey the following 
rules. Insertion and deletion in Ba fran either 
dbsml or dbmn2 is unrestricted, as is deletion of 
Eab tuples, and of unreferenced W tuples. If 
dbsnl deletes a referenced Rb tuple (dbsn2 may not 
perform such a deletion) , it is only deleted fran 
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Wl (and the owmd tuples are automatically deleted 
fran Babl). These rules accurately reflect the 
constraints of the original data models. 

For brwity, we will use a standard format for 
each integration case listed below. We first give 
the differences between the two data models, then 
the additioml integrity constraints that have to 
exist in the mapping information frcm each database 
submodel to the integrated database model. 

When listing these additional constraints, 
( “relation name” ) will mean -do the specified i 
insertion’ or deletion if allowed by the integrity 
constraints of the idhn’. Also, the relation name 
totheleftof the ‘-’ refers to the database sub- 
model, while those to the right refer to the data- 
base model. We only consider cases which need 
additiohal control from the mapping information. 

We now present the demonstration case again in 
the brief notation to clarify these conventions. 

4.1.1. INIBGHATION WITH AN ASSCXXATION: 

Here, dml represents the relationship A:B by ah 
association relation, and dm2 uses a different 
representation. The cardihality of the relation- 
ship A:B is hence M:N, possibly restricted to that 
of the representation in dm2. 

(a) Association and nest of references (Fig. 6a): 

dml dm2 idtnl 
association nest of references 

In dbsnl, delete a tuple fran I& means delete it 
fran Hbl, and also from W if it is hot referenced. 

hmple: 

JEMPNoIAGE~SAL) 

1 
IDBM 

~EMF’-NO~ DEWOFcfoEphlo~toc] 

ms42 

(b) Association and reference (Fig. 6.b): 

!Ihe cardinality of the relationship A:B is res- 
tricted to N:l, since the reference cannot repre- 
sent ah M:N relationship. 

dml 
association 

dm2 idtm 
reference 

I Ra 

i 

Fig. 6.a. Integration of association and 
nest of references 

Differences: 
In dm2, deletion of I& tuples is restricted by 

references. Dal has no such restriction. 

Additional mapping information: 
dbsnl: ins Rb - Hb,Bbl dbsn2: ins W - Hb,Wl 

- (Rabmm Rab-(Rab,(Rabl)) 
de1 Rb - (I&) ,Wl 

l’b clarify our notation, we discuss the addi- 
tional mapping information for this example. 

Insert a tuple in Ba in dbanl (OK dbsn2) means 
insert it in Hi3 in the idbn, since it is not listed. 
In dbsnl, insert in F&I requires insertion in Hb and 
Rbl in the idbn. Insert in I&b requires insertion 
in (l?ab,Habl) , the () brackets meaning if the 
integrity check of the idhn will allow it (here if 
both omer tuples exist). In dban2, insert ih I&b 
requires insertion in (Hab, (B&l)) which means 
insert in l&b if the integrity check of the ibdm 
holds (both the owner tuple in Ba and the refer- 
enced tuple in Bb exist), then also insert in Habl 
(if the other owher tuple exists in Hbl). 

Fig. 6.b. Integration of association and reference 

Differences: 
1. In dm2, every Ha tuple must reference an Hb 

tuple, while in dml hot all Ha tuples have to be 
related to W tuples. 

2. In dm2, deletion of Rb tuples is restricted by 
references. 

Ihe unrestricted deletion of Rb tuples in dbsml 
leads to the creation of the subrelation Fbl, ‘and 
the requirement that every Ba tuple must refeFence 
an W tuple in dbsm2 leads to the creation of Ha2. 

Paaitional mawing information: 
dbsml: ins Bb - Hb,%l dbsn2: ins Ra - (Ra,RiiZ, 

&lb- uQ=a~) uw 1 
de1 Hb - (Bb) ,Wl Rb - W,Wl 

Hab- Rab,Faz 

Bxmnple : 



(c) Association and nest (Fig; 6.~): 

The cardinality of the relationship A:B is 
restricted to 1:N. 

idtm 

IRal bb] 

Fig. 6.~. Integration of association and nest 

Differences: 
1. In dm2, existence of a tuple in Pb requires 

the existence of the owner tuple in Ba. In dtnl, 
W tuples can exist independently. 

2. In dm2, deletion of a tuple fran Ba requires 
the deletion of the owned tuples in Eb. Dal does 
not require these deletions. 

Tne Fb tuples in dbsn2 are only those in W2, 
since they require the existence of the owner tuple. 
mOse are the same as the tuples in Pab. 

Additional mapping information: 
dbSllll: dbsn2: ins Pb- (Bb,Fb2) 

Here, we must consider two examples, since the 
nest relation may represent different tuple iden- 
tification attributes than the association. We 
first consider the case where the identification is 
the same. Ihe attribute "PIP-ND" identifies the 
employee in both dbsnl and dbsm2. Since the car- 
dinality of DEPAF?IWNI :EiMPUXEE is l:N, WQ-NY 
must have unigue values for the attributes marked 
with a (U). Note that this does not violate Boyce- 
Coddnormalfonn. In this case, the integration is 
straightforward (Example 1). 

Examplel: 

Exmnple 2: 

IEBM 

In the second example, identifying attributes 
are different. Lbsn2 uses the ccsbination <WV- 
la" , "CBIID+AME"> asruling part,anddbsml uses 
only "CBIID-ID". "CBIID-ID" uniquely identifies a 
child tuple, while "(SLIIID-NABE" does not. Here, if 
dm2 did not represent the attribute "CBILWID", it 
has to be made aware of it to maintain the correct 
mapping between "CBIID-ID" and "CHIIJHW4E". Hence 
dbma2 will be different from dm2. 

4.1.2. lIWEGEATI~ h'I!lY A NEST OF REFERENCES: 

Dal represents the relationship A:B as a nest of 
references fran A to B, and dm2 represents it diff- 
erently. The cardinality of the relationship 'A:B 
is M:N, but may again be restricted to the repre- 
sentation in dm2. Ibe nest of references is not 
symmetric with respect to entity classes A and B, 
so we must consider it twice with each nonsynmetric 
representation. 

(a) Nest of references and nest of references (Fig. 
7.a): 

dsnl dm2 idtm 
nest of references nest of references 

Ra 

P, Rab 

Fig. 

Differences: 
1. Deletion of Pb (Pa) is restricted in dml (dm2). 
2. Deletion of Pa, (Elb) in dml (dm2) requires 

deletion of OW& tuples in Peb (I&a). 

Additional mapping information: 
dbsml: insPa-Ba,Pal dbsn2:insPa - Ra,Ral 

Fb - Fb,I&2 w - Rb,Rb2 
mb- (Rab,Rabl, Wa2) 1 lam- (mb,FbaZ, 

mw 1 
de1 Pa - w ,Ral# mw de1 Pa - (Ra,Pab) 

Rb- m&m Bb- (m m2, 
uw 

When dbsml attempts to delete an Pa tuple that 
is referenced in the idtxn from Pba2, it is only 
deleted from Ral. If the tuple is not referenced 
from Pba2, it will also be deleted fqn IQ. In the 

Exanple: 



I 

1 

‘I ! 5 
. 

; 

latter case, the tuples in Rab that correspond to 
those deleted from Rabl (due to the deletion of Ra 
and the ownership connection) should also be dele- 
ted, since they no longer exist in either Rabl or 
Rba2. Rab exists to ensure the consistency of the 
tuples associating Ra with W, (in Rabl and Rba2). 

(b) Nest of references and reference (Figs. 7.b, 
7.c): 

Both nest of references arm3 reference are non- 
symnetr ic , so we must examine tw3 cases. 

Case 1 (with reference frcan A to B): 
The cardinality of the relationship A:B is 

restricted to N:l, since the reference'fran A to B 
can only represent ah N:l relationship. 

dull an2 idlxn 
nest of r.eferences .reference 

Fig'. .7.b. Integration of nest of 
reference (case 1) 

u Rb 

references and 

Differences: 
In dm2, a tuple in Ra must be related to an W 

tuple. 

Pdditional mapping information: 
dbSKl.l: dban2: insert Ra - @a&32) 

Exmple: 
Since the relationship is N:l, "IHP-ND" must 

have unique values where marked (U). 

Case 2 (with reference fran B to A): 
The cardinality of the relationship A:B is 

restricted to 1:N. 

dml an2 
nest of references reference 

idtm 

Fig. 7.~. Integration of nest of references 
and reference (case 2) 

Differences: 
1. Deletion of W (Ra) tuples is restricted in dml 

ma- 
2. Every W tuple in dm2 is related to an Ra tuple. 

Additional mapping information: 
dbsnl: insRa-Ra,Ral dbsm2:ins Ra-Ra,Ral 

Rab- (Rabl,Rab,Rb2) RI- mMJ2, 
Rab,Rabl) 

de1 Ra - WI v-1, Ebb) de1 Ra - (Ra,Rab) 
Rb- (Izb,-N I 

w2 

IDBM 

(c) Nest of references and nest (Figs. 7.d, 7.e): 

Again, both nest of references arx!l nest are non- 
symmetric, so we must examine I30 cases. 

Case 1 (with nest ownership fran A to B): 
The cardinality of the relationship A:B is sest- 

ricted to l:N, since the nest cannot represent an 
M:N relationship. 

dml dm2 idban 
nest of references 

L.Z fgg 

Fit. 7.d. Intecration of nest of references 
and nest (case 1) 

Differences: 
1. Rb tuples may exist independently in dml. 
2. Deletion of Rb tuples is restricted in dm2. 

Fdditional maFpihg information: 
dbml: ins Rah - (~&b,1&2) dbsm2: ins W - (Rb,Rab, 

W2) 
de1 Rb - (Rb),W2 

Example: 
We consider an example with similar identifica- 

tion. 
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Case 2 (with nest ownership f&n B to A) : 
The cardinality of the relationship A:B is rest- 

ricted to N:l. 

dml an2 idhn 
nest of references nest I, 

Fig. 7.e. Integration of nest of references 
and nest (case 2) 

Differences: 
1. In dml, Ra tuples can exist independently, 

but in dm2 an owner tuple must exist in Fb. 
2. In dml, deletion of Eb tuples is restricted by 

references, while in dm2, deletion of an Elb tuple 
requires deletion of related Ifa tuples. 

Additional mapping information: 
dbsml: ins RI - Bb,Rb2 dban2: ins Ra - (8a,Ra2, 

Rab- mww -1 
Rb-Ftb,skJ2 

de1 I&I - (Rb) ,Fb2 
Exmnple: 

mis example has different identification. 
Hence, dm2 is changed to include “EMP-IW. 

:~~::LL~l’L.*.& 

,w DBsM2 

4.1.3. Integration with a reference: -1 

ence connection from A to B. The cardinality of 
the relationship is N:l, possibly restricted by the 

Dal represents the relationship A:B as a refer- 

representation in dm2. 

Differences: 
1. In dml (dm2), every Ra (Rb) tuple must 

reference an Fb (I@) tuple. 
2. Deletion of RI (Ra) tuples is restricted in 

dml mm. 

&lditional mapping information: 
dbanl: ins Da - @a&al, dbsn2: ins Fb - (Rb,Fb2, 

R&*2) Rab,Rdl) 
de1 Ra - (IQ) ,Ral I uw de1 Fb - (Pb) J&2, 

RJ3- ubb,Rab) mw 
Ra- UQmw 

Exmnple : 
~CWfCiLOCh4Ci@+f~lPGEt~~ 

OJ) 

IDBM 

(b) Reference and nest (Fig. 8.b, 8,~): 

&se 1 (with nest ownership fran B to A) : 
The cardinality of the relationship A:B is N:l. 

dml din2 idha 
reference 

JxJ-+KJ 

Fig. 8.b. Integration of reference and nest (case 1) 

Differences: 
1. In dml, deletion of I& tuples is restricted by 

references. 
2. In dm2, deletion of an RJ tuple requires dele- 

tion of owned tuples .in Pa. 

l~-v-I”Cw 1 

Additional mapping information: 
dbsnl: ins Ra - (Ra,(Ra2)) dban2: ins Ra - (Ra,FaZ) 

Pb - l&w32 la - F&m2 
de1 W - (Rb) ,W2 

Example : 

(a) Feference and reference (Fig. 8.a) : ’ I- AGE@ALICEPNO) 

8. (ul 

The cardinality of A:B is restricted to l:l, 
since it is N:l in dml and 1:N in dm2. It would be 

LEMPNOIDEFW[-~)EP+JO~ 

unusual to encounter these two representations of a 
Al, 

IDBM 
1:l relationship. However, it can be integrated. 

dml dm2 idhn 
Case 2 (with nest ownership fran A to B) : 

The cardinality of the relationship A:B is rest- 
reference since in dml it is N:l, and in dm2 

tuple in dml must reference an Fb 

Fig. 8.a. Integration of two references 2. Deletion of Fb tuples is restricted in dml. 
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dml 
reference 

Fig. S.C. Integrat 

nest 

Ril 

CFI 

t5 Rh 
.ion of reference 

idtan 4.1.5. Sunmary: 

and nest (case 2) 

In SeCtiOnS 4.1.1-4.1.4, we showed how two diff- 
erent representations of a relationship can be in- 
tegrated. An integrated database model to support 
the original data models correctly was created. In 
sfxne cases, when one of the relationships was rep 
resented by an ownership connection, one of the 
data models had to be changed slightly when the 
identifying attributes were different in the two 
data models. 3. Deletion of an Pa tuple in dm2 requires the 

deletion of OW& W tuples. 

Mditional mapping information: 
dbsml: ins Pa - (Ba,Pal, dbmn2: ins Rb - (Pb,Pal, 

*a Fw 
de1 Fb - (Pb) ,Fb2 

Exauple : 
1 FWLOCIMGRNot-c(MGR-NolpI;ElsALj CE 

(U) 

4.1.4. Integration with a nest: 

Nest and nest (Fig. 9): 

Ihe final case to consider is also unlikely. 
‘Ihe cardinality of A:B is restricted to 1:l. 

dml dm2 idtxn 
nest nest 

IRa 
A A 

Fig. 9. Integration of nest and nest 

Differences: 
1. In dml (dm2), every Pb (Ba) tuple must be owned 

by an ~a (Bb) tuple. 
2. Deletion of an Pa (I&) tuple in dml (dm2) 

requires deletion of the owlled Rb @a) tuple. 

Add it ional mapping informat ion : 
dbanl: ins Rb - (Pb,Wl) dbsn2: ins Pa - (Ra,FaZ) 

Example : 

This approach ensures the updatability of both 
database suhncdels . The integrated database model 
sometimes looks quite ccmplex due to the creation 
of several subrelations. Wwever , implementation 
of subrelations can be quite simple. A single 
record type can be created for a relation and all 
of its subrelations. me additional bit for each 
subrelation is included in each record to indicate 
whether that record belongs to the s&relation or 
not. Fields that exist only in a subrelation have 
values only if the record is in the subrelation. 

4.2. DATA m3DELs ‘IEAT EEPBESEKC PARIS OF A RELATION 
IN AtWMER DATA MCDEL: 

We now consider the cases &ere one data model, 
dml say, represents part of a relation represented 
in the other data model, dm2 here. lb0 cases may 
be distinguished: 

1. tml represents a relation represented in dm2, 
but only represents suae of the attributes in that 
relation. 

2. Dnl. represents a subrelation (some of the 
tuples) of a relation represented in dm2. 

4.2.1. I&presentation of subsets of the attri- 
butes: 

suppose both dml and dm2 represent a relation 
‘~IOYEBS~, an3 it is determined that both are 
representing the same set of employees. Each data 
model defines his own set of attributes. A carmon 
set of attributes is represented in both models, 
which includes the tuple identification attributes. 
Then, the idtxn will have to represent the complete 
set of attributes. r&ml and dbsm2 will each be 
all@ access to the subset of attributes it 
represents. 

~b integrate the two data models, we include in 
the idtm a base relation ‘RQUXEES* which contains 
the ccsmon attributes , and two subrelations ‘EWl e 
and ‘Me2 of %GWYEES’. Each subrelation will 
represent the additional attributes in one of the 
data models (and the identifying attributes) . 

For example, dml could represent a relation 
‘=myEES’ defined by the attribute set <“NAME”, 
“ADORESS”, “H-PHONE”, “OFFICE”, “O-PHONE”, “DEE’I”> 
(representing a directory of the employees). Dn2 
represents a relation ‘EMPUXEES’ defined by the 
attribute set <“EWBEE”,~ “NAME”, “AGE“, “JOB”, 
“sALW, “DEW> (representing job information). lhe 
idbm then represents a base relation ‘FMPLOyBES’ 
<“NAME” 
<“ms: 

nDEpj!lU> and two subrelations ‘EMPl’ 
“BUS”, “H-PHONE”, “OFFICE”, “O-PBtJEE”> 

& ‘p1p2- <"m", "EJLIMBER", "i'&E', "JOB",~'sAL">. 
If dbmnl inserts a tuple, it is only inserted in 
the base relation and ‘BMPl* until dbsm2 i!GeKtS it. 



4.2.2. Representation, of subsets of tuples: 

Here, we have two possibilities. The first is 
when one data model, dml (say) , represents a 
relation R, while-dm2 represents a subset of the 
tuples in R. In this case, the idhn will represent 
R and a s&relation R’ of R. The subrelation R’ 
may be a restriction subrelation if the subset of 
tuples in R* is determined by attribute values in 
R, or a non-restriction subrelation if the subset 
of tuples in R’ ‘is determined externally, indepen- 
dently from the model. For example, the data model 
for the payroll department could represent all 
employees of a c-y in an ‘.‘EMpLoyEEs ’ relation, 
while the data model ‘for the sales department of 
the company represents the relation ‘SALES m 
-=‘I the employees that work for the sales 
department. In the idtrn, the ‘EMPLOYEES’ relation 
is represented, with a subrelation ‘SALES EMPLO- 
YEES’. If ‘l%QLQYEES’ has an attribute “DEFT 
represented, the subrelation ‘SALES EMpIL)yEEs* 
would be a restriction subrelation, restricting the 
“DEPT” attribute to the value ‘sales dept’. If the 
:*A- attribute is not represented in 

‘SALES INPLOYEES’ would be a non- 
restriction’subrelation, After integration, the 
database suhnodel for the sales department would 
only ti allowed access to tuples in the subset, 
while the database subncdel would be allowed access 
to all employee tuples. 

The second possibility is that dml represents a 
relation Rl and dm2 represents a relation R2 such 
that : 

Rl intersection R2 # empty set 
m-R2 #elnptysetandR2-Rl Pemptyset 

The idhn will then represent a relation R = Rl 
union R2, and two subrelations of R, Rl and R2. 
Again, Rl and/or R2 could be restriction or non- 
restriction subrelations. For example, refer ing to 
a miversity database, dml (representing the canp- 
uter science department of the university) could 
represent a relation ‘CSD m’, and dm2 
(representing information about permanent faculty) 
could represent the relation ‘- PRoFEssoRs~. 
The idtm would then represent a relation ‘PKXTSS- 

’ and tm subrelations of %OFESSORS’, ‘CSD 
iiE&sms- and *TENURED Be. Each data- 
base suhncdel is then allowed access to his subset 
of tuples, and the base relation assures integrity 
of camon information. 

5. CCNCUISIONS: 

The structural model is an extended relational 
model that provides tools for a more extensive 
representation of the data semantics. In parti- 
cular, many properties of relationships between 
entity classes are captured. 

The structural model can be used to represent 
different user views of a database. These views 
must be integrated in order to have a global 
conceptual model. 

We have shown here how different representations 
of two related entity classes in .two data models 
can be integrated. The methodology for integration 
has to be extended to more general cases, and we 
are pursuing further work in this area. 
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